ON THE  CHANGE  OF REFRANGIBILITY OF  LIGHT.
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could be seen much lower down in the spectrum than in the solution of sulphate of quinine. The group H was seen on a greenish ground. About the group I the ground was still greenish, but the dispersed light was not very copious. The beautiful violet light mentioned by Sir David Brewster is produced only by rays of extremely high refrangibility, and is found to extend from the beginning of the group m to the end of the group n, and even further. This part of the dispersion is best seen with a rather dilute solution.
39.    In a solution of guaiacum, just as in the solution  of sulphate of quinine, the absorbing power of the medium increases very rapidly with the refrangibility of the light.    This is shown by the rapid decrease in the distance from the surface to which the dispersed light can be traced.    The reason  why the violet dispersed light is confined to a very thin stratum adjacent to the surface by which the light enters, is simply that the medium is so nearly opaque with regard to the invisible rays  beyond the extreme violet that all such rays are absorbed by the time the light has passed through a very thin stratum of the fluid.
40.    If the solution be strong the colour is  of considerable depth.    In all such cases it is necessary to take the precaution, mentioned by Sir David Brewster, of transmitting the incident beam as near as possible to the upper surface, so as just to graze it.    The absorption of the medium would otherwise modify the tint of the dispersed beam.
41.    The solutions of quinine and guaiacum present a striking contrast with respect to the change of tint of the dispersed beam. In the former solution the change is but slight, if we except that part of the dispersion which is very faint; whereas in the latter, the prismatic colour which makes the nearest match to the composite tint of the dispersed beam runs through nearly the entire spectrum, as the refrangibility of the active light changes from that of the green rays to that of invisible rays situated far beyond the extreme violet.
Tincture of Turmeric.
42.    This fluid is very sensitive, and exhibits a pretty copious dispersive reflexion of a greenish light.    In its mode of internal
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